


Accessible Bathroom Units/PODs

Forta PRO supplies prefabricated, accessible bathroom PODs to healthcare facilities, hospitals and care 

homes, adopting the highest standards. Forta PRO understands these needs and provides fully compliant 

bathroom PODs as an alternative to traditional build. Our healthcare PODs offer a durable, robust and 

hygienic finishes and fully equipped with seats and handrails for better accessibility.

Forta PRO accessible PODs are designed with special attention to the people needs, functionality and 

safety.  Special accessories developed in compliance with strict requirements regarding hygiene, user 

friendliness and accessibility to ensure independent living. 

Accessible bathrooms designed for wheelchair users. Requiring enough clear floor space for a wheelchair 

to make a 180° turn.

Forta PRO designs and produce modular hospital buildings in various sizes and functionality, including 

Operating Theatres and Radiology clinics. The solution can be permanent or on a temporary base, for 

example when renovation process is performed.

Forta PRO designs and manufactures prefabricated bathroom units and WC Pods for the hotels, apartments, 

commercial and residential buildings, healthcare facilities, nursing homes and more. Forta PRO bathroom 

PODs are designed and built under strict controlled conditions and shipped as a complete assembled unit 

from our factories. The bathroom PODs is constructed from steel profiles, with high-performance interior 

panels or any other finishes according to the customer request. The bathroom PODs provide excellent fire and 

acoustic rating possibilities and are completed with all accessories as per client specifications.

Safety and Quality control 

Forta PRO bathroom PODs are built under controlled 

factory environment ensuring high quality of 

production and QA, resulting in lower failure rates. 

Working in our factories reduces site risks and 

ensures the safety of the workers. Elements stay 

cleaner, with less risk of damage and rework, without 

exposure to the weather elements.

Tested and Certified 

Forta PRO bathroom PODs are delivered fully tested 

in the factory for easy and safe connection to all main 

building supplies.  All materials and production 

methods are certified according to international and 

European standards. 

Individual Design 

Forta PRO bathroom PODs are designed and built by 

experienced team, specialized in modular design and 

manufacture. Forta PRO inhouse design team 

provides each client individual approach, wide range 

of color schemes and accessories.  

Supply Chain 

Forta PRO uses for its’ production durable, reliable 

and high-quality materials from proven European 

suppliers.  

Timesaving 

Forta PRO bathroom PODs are produced in parallel 

with the onsite construction activities.  The PODs 

are delivered on-time for installation, instead of 

waiting for it to constructed onsite.

Less Workers and Onsite Supervision 

The bathrooms are normally one of the rooms that 

require the most attention and at least 6 to 8 

different workers. Forta PRO bathroom PODs need 

much less labor, coordination and supervision 

onsite, easy to install, connect and complete.

Easy Maintenance 

Forta PRO bathroom PODs installed and connected 

to all services in the riser shaft, which gives easy 

access to maintenance.

Key advantages of using Forta PRO bathroom PODs:


